NOTICE TO MARINERS

№37 – 2020

PORT OF LIVERPOOL

REPLACEMENT OF AIDS TO NAVIGATION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that work to replace the aids to navigation marking the breakwaters off New Brighton has been completed. The revised positions of the aids to navigation are—

Lighthouse Groyne No.11  53° 26' 45.11" N  003° 02' 46.27" W
Fort Groyne No.12  53° 26' 35.02" N  003° 02' 12.14" W
Victoria Island No.13  53° 26' 26.60" N  003° 02' 06.03" W

The characteristics of these aids to navigation remain unchanged; viz., two vertical fixed green lights.

Furthermore, the obstruction off the seaward end Lighthouse Groyne (details of which were promulgated by Notice to Mariners No. 32/2020) has been removed.

Notices to Marines Nos. 27/2020 and 32/2020 are withdrawn.
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